We introduce a new state discrimination problem in which we are given additional information about the state after the measurement, or more generally, after a quantum memory bound applies. The following special case plays an important role in quantum cryptographic protocols in the bounded storage model: Given a string x encoded in an unknown basis chosen from a set of mutually unbiased bases (MUBs), you may perform any measurement, but then store at most q qubits of quantum information, and an unlimited amount of classical information. Later on, you learn which basis was used. How well can you compute a function f(x) of x, given the initial measurement outcome, the q qubits, and the additional basis information? We first show a lower bound on the success probability for any balanced function, and any number of mutually unbiased bases, beating the naive strategy of simply guessing the basis. We then show that for two bases, any Boolean function f(x) can be computed perfectly if you are allowed to store just a single qubit, independent of the number of possible input strings x. However, we show how to construct three bases, such that you need to store all qubits in order to compute f(x) perfectly. We then investigate how much advantage the additional basis information can give for a Boolean function. To this end, we prove optimal bounds for the success probability for the AND and the XOR function for up to three mutually unbiased bases. Our result shows that the gap in success probability can be maximal: without the basis information, you can never do better than guessing the basis, but with this information, you can compute f(x) perfectly. We also give an example where the extra information does not give any advantage at all. Index Terms-Bounded quantum storage, quantum cryptography, state discrimination.
I. INTRODUCTION
S TATE discrimination with post-measurement information concerns the following task: Consider an ensemble of quantum states, , with double indices , and a number . Suppose Alice sends Bob the state , where she alone knows indices and . Bob can perform any measurement on his system, but then store at most qubits (i.e., a Hilbert space of dimension ). Afterwards, Alice tells him . Bob's goal is now to approximate as accurately as possible. Here, this means that he has to make a guess , maximizing the success probability state For , i.e., no available post-measurement information, is irrelevant and Bob's task is to discriminate among states , a problem studied since the early days of quantum information science [22] . On the other hand, if the all commute, the fact that comes later-and also the magnitude of -plays no role as Bob can always measure in the common eigenbasis of the states without losing any information.
Hence, a particular case of the general problem that isolates the aspect of the timing between measurements and side information is one where for each fixed , the states are mutually orthogonal (1) Then the difficulty for Bob and the nontrivial dependence of his probability of success on derive from the possibility of noncommuting eigenbases of the sets for different . While for a given he can distinguish perfectly between the , the quantum mechanical measurement-disturbance principle reduces the success probability if this side information is delayed.
In this paper, we focus for the most part on a special case that is of central importance to existing protocols in the bounded quantum storage model [13] . The security of such protocols rests on the realistic assumption that a dishonest player cannot store more than qubits for long periods of time. In this model, even bit commitment and oblivious transfer can be implemented securely, which is otherwise known to be impossible [29] , [31] , [14] . In particular, we are interested in the following question: Consider a function between finite sets, and a set of mutually unbiased bases (see Definition II.2), given by unitaries on a Hilbert space with basis . Alice chooses a string and a basis where is drawn from the distribution , prepares the state and sends it to Bob. When Bob receives the state, he may perform any measurement. Afterwards, however, he can store at most qubits of quantum information. Later, Alice announces which basis she had chosen. Bob's task is now to predict as accurately as possible. That means that the states in our problem are now given by The only difference from (1) is that now we demand the mutual unbiasedness of the joint eigenbases of the for different . How well can Bob compute given the classical outcome of his earlier measurement, the qubits, and the additional basis information? In the context of cryptographic protocols [13] , Bob is a dishonest player who tries to learn some function of the encoded string conditioned on the fact that he will later learn the basis and the function. In the oblivious transfer protocol of [13] , Alice uses two mutually unbiased bases, and secretly chooses a function from a set of predetermined functions. She then tells Bob which function he should evaluate together with the basis information . This makes the protocols more complicated and so one might wonder whether it is possible to use a fixed Boolean function instead, a question which stood at the beginning of the current investigation (see [13, Sec. 3.6] in the arXiv version, where the XOR of an even number of bits is shown to be insufficient). However, we show that this is not possible in the suggested protocol. In particular, we show that for two bases and any Boolean function , Bob can succeed with probability at least , even if he cannot store any qubits at all. Surprisingly, it also turns out that Bob can determine perfectly, if he can store just a single qubit. We show that one qubit is sufficient no matter how long the input string actually is. Behind our proof, there is an algebraic framework that allows us, in principle, to determine the minimal quantum memory resources required and the optimal strategy to succeed with probability for any number of bases and any function . However, it turns out that we can construct three bases, such that Bob needs to store all qubits in order to compute a Boolean function perfectly.
In general, we also show a lower bound on Bob's optimal success probability for any balanced function , and any number of mutually unbiased bases if he cannot store any qubits. Our bound is strictly better than what Bob could achieve by guessing the basis. Our problem also has an interpretation in the light of communication complexity. Suppose Alice is given , Bob is given the state , and Alice cannot herself send any information to Bob. If classical communication is free, what is the minimal number of qubits Bob needs to communicate to Alice such that Alice learns ? It turns out that if there exists a strategy for Bob to compute in our original task while storing only qubits, he will also need to send exactly qubits, and his classical measurement outcome, to allow Alice to learn : Alice now simply performs the measurement Bob would have done in our original task after he received .
It is an interesting problem to consider how much the extra basis information helps Bob to compute . To this end, we first examine how well Bob can compute the AND and XOR of without using the additional basis information. We prove optimal bounds for computing the AND and XOR function on a string of length for two and three mutually unbiased bases. In particular, we show that for two mutually unbiased bases and the XOR function on strings of even length, Bob's probability of success is at most , and there exists a strategy which achieves it. This means that his trivial strategy of guessing the basis and taking the measurement outcome in that basis to be the real answer, is optimal. Interestingly, adding the third basis does not change his success probability of , whereas intuitively one would expect it to be lower. Surprisingly, for three bases, if we choose a nonuniform prior distribution over the strings of length , it actually becomes harder for Bob to compute the XOR. We show that there exists a nonuniform distribution such that he can never succeed more than using the trivial strategy of guessing the outcome. No measurement he can perform will give him any more information. We then examine the case that the length of the string is odd. Here, Bob can succeed only with probability which is optimal. We prove that for any Boolean function , Bob's probability of success is upper-bounded by if he does not receive any basis information. We then examine how well Bob can do with the additional basis information.
We show that for the XOR function on strings of even length, Bob can now compute the value of the function perfectly and give an explicit measurement strategy for Bob. For two bases, this means that the gap can be maximal: without the basis information Bob cannot do better than the trivial strategy of guessing the basis, however, with this extra information Bob always succeeds. It also means that the gap can be minimal: For the XOR on strings of odd length the extra information does not help Bob at all. For three bases we obtain the maximum gap only for a nonuniform prior. Finally, we also give an optimal strategy for computing the AND from the given state and the post-measurement information.
A. Related Work
State discrimination itself has received considerable attention in the past: Alice prepares a quantum state drawn from a collection of possible quantum states. Bob's goal is now to determine the identity of the state. The new twist in the present work is that after the measurement, or more generally after a memory bound applies, he is given additional information. For the case of only two (mixed) states, the optimal measurement for traditional minimum-error state discrimination was found by Helstrom [22] . The case of multiple (mixed) states was already considered by Holevo [23] and Yuen, Kennedy, and Lax [37] in the 1970s, and they have given the necessary conditions for a measurement to be optimal. Yuen et al. also showed these conditions to be sufficient and demonstrated that the problem of finding the optimal measurement can be expressed as convex optimization problem. Discriminating between multiple mixed states remains a difficult problem and it is usually hard to derive explicit measurements and bounds from these conditions. Optimal measurements are known only for special state sets, which satisfy certain symmetry properties [19] , [4] , [6] , [1] , or we consider pure qubit states where the prior distribution over the states is uniform [26] .
Many convex optimization problems can be solved using semidefinite programming. Eldar [16] and Eldar, Megretski, and Verghese [18] used semidefinite programming to solve state discrimination problems, which is one of the techniques we will also use here. The square-root measurement [20] (also called pretty good measurement) is an easily constructed measurement to distinguish quantum states, however, it is only optimal for very specific sets of states [17] , [19] . Mochon constructed specific pure state discrimination problems for which the square-root measurement is optimal [32] . We will use a variant of the square-root measurement as well. Furthermore, our problem is related to the task of state filtering [7] , [9] , [10] and state classification [34] . Here, Bob's goal is to determine whether a given state is either a specific state or one of several other possible states, or, more generally, which subset of states a given state belongs to. Our scenario differs, because we deal with mixed states and Bob is allowed to use post-measurement information. Much more is known about pure state discrimination problems and the case of unambiguous state discrimination where we are not allowed to make an error. Since we concentrate on mixed states, we refer to [8] for an excellent survey on the extended field of state discrimination.
Regarding state discrimination with post-measurement information, special instances of the general problem have occurred in the literature under the heading "mean king's problem" [2] , [27] , where the stress was on the usefulness of entanglement. Furthermore, it should be noted that prepare-and-measure quantum key distribution schemes of the BB84 type also lead to special cases of this problem: When considering optimal individual attacks, the eavesdropper is faced with the task of extracting maximal information about the raw key bits, encoded in an unknown basis, that she learns later during basis reconciliation.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation and Tools
We will need the following notions. The Bell basis is given by the vectors and . Furthermore, let . We say that a function is balanced if and only if any element in the image of is generated by equally many elements in the pre-image of , i.e., there exists a such that . We also use the notation . is the conjugate transpose of matrix . A positive semidefinite matrix is a Hermitian matrix such that for all [24] . is said to be positive definite, if it is positive semidefinite and implies . We use and to indicate that is positive semidefinite and positive definite, respectively. Finally, is the trace norm. The first tool we use is the following well-known result.
Theorem II.1: (Helstrom [22] ). Suppose we are given states with probability , and with probability . Then the probability to determine whether the state was and is at most
The measurement that achieves is given by , and , where is the projector onto the positive eigenspace of .
Second, we will make use of semidefinite programming, which is a special case of convex optimization. We refer to [11] for an in-depth introduction. The goal of semidefinite programming is to solve he following semidefinite program (SDP) in terms of the variable maximize subject to for given matrices where is the space of symmetric matrices. is called feasible, if it satisfies all constraints. An important aspect of semidefinite programming is duality. Intuitively, the idea behind Lagrangian duality is to extend the objective function (here ) with a weighted sum of the constraints in such a way, that we will be penalized if the constraints are not fulfilled. The weights then correspond to the dual variables. Optimizing over these weights then gives rise to the dual problem. The original problem is called the primal problem. Let denote the optimal value of the dual problem, and the optimal value of the primal problem stated above. Weak duality says that . In particular, if we have for a feasible dual and primal solution, respectively, we can conclude that both solutions are optimal.
We will also need the notion of mutually unbiased bases, which was introduced in [36] . The following definition closely follows the one given in [5] .
Definition II.2:
Let and be two orthonormal bases in a -dimensional Hilbert space. They are said to be mutually unbiased if and only if , for every . A set of orthonormal bases in is called a set of mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) if each pair of bases and is mutually unbiased.
In any dimension , the number of MUBs is at most [5] . Explicit constructions are known if is a prime power [5] , [36] or a square [35] . We say that a set of unitaries gives rise to MUBs, if those unitaries generate MUBs when applied to the basis vectors of the computational basis.
B. Definitions
We now give a more formal description of our problem. Let and be finite sets and let be a probability distribution over . Consider an ensemble of quantum states . We assume that and are known to both Alice and Bob. Suppose now that Alice chooses according to probability distribution , and sends to Bob. We can then define the tasks as follows.
Definition II.3: State discRimination
) is the following task for Bob. Given , determine . He can perform any operation on immediately upon receipt.
Definition II.4: State discRimination with Post-measurement Information -) is the following task for Bob. Given , determine , where Bob can use the following sources of information in succession. 1) He can perform any measurement on immediately upon reception. Afterwards, he can store at most qubits of quantum information about , and an unlimited amount of classical information.
2) After Bob's measurement, Alice announces .
3) Then, he may measure the remaining qubits depending on and the measurement outcome obtained in 1.
We also say that Bob succeeds at or with probability if and only if is the average success probability state , where state is the probability that Bob correctly determines given in the case of , and in addition using information sources 1, 2 and 3 in the case of . In this paper, we are interested in the following special case: Consider a function between finite sets, and a set of MUBs generated by a set of unitaries acting on a Hilbert space with basis . Take . Let and be probability distributions over and , respectively. We assume that and the set of unitaries are known to both Alice and Bob. Suppose now that Alice chooses and independently according to probability distributions and , respectively, and sends to Bob. Bob's goal is now to compute . We thus obtain an instance of our problem with states . We write and -to denote both problems in this special case. We concentrate on the case of MUBs, as this case is most relevant to our initial goal of analyzing protocols for quantum cryptography in the bounded storage model [13] .
Here, we will make use of the basis set , where is the computational basis, is the Hadamard basis, and is what we call the K-basis. The unitaries that give rise to these bases are and with , respectively. The Hadamard matrix is given by . and are the well-known Pauli matrices. We generally assume that Bob has no a priori knowledge about the outcome of the function and about the value of . This means that is chosen uniformly at random from , and, in the case of balanced functions, that Alice chooses uniformly at random from . More generally, the distribution is uniform on all and such that each value is equally likely.
C. A Trivial Bound: Guessing the Basis
Note that a simple strategy for Bob is to guess the basis, and then measure. This approach leads to a lower bound on the success probability for both and . In short, we have the following.
Lemma II.5: Let for all . Let denote the set of bases. Then for any balanced function Bob succeeds at and -with probability at least Our goal is to beat this bound. We show that for , Bob can indeed do much better.
III. NO POST-MEASUREMENT INFORMATION
We first consider the standard case of state discrimination. Here, Alice does not supply Bob with any additional post-measurement information. Instead, Bob's goal is to compute immediately. This analysis will enable us to gain interesting insights into the usefulness of post-measurement information later.
A. Two Simple Examples
We now examine two simple one-qubit examples of a state discrimination problem, which we make use of later on. Here, Bob's goal is to learn the value of a bit which has been encoded in two or three MUBs while he does not know which basis has been used. There exists a strategy for Bob that achieves . Proof: The proof is identical to that of Lemma III.1 using , , and .
B. An Upper Bound for All Boolean Functions
We now show that for any Boolean function and any number of MUBs, the probability that Bob succeeds at is very limited. (5) A simple calculation shows that
The theorem then follows from the previous equation, together with Theorem II.1 and (2).
C. AND Function
One of the simplest functions to consider is the AND function. Recall, that we always assume that Bob has no a priori knowledge about the outcome of the function. In the case of the AND, this means that we are considering a very specific prior: with probability Alice will choose the only string for which . Without any post-measurement information, Bob can already compute the AND quite well. In Theorem IV.3, we will show an optimal bound for the case that Bob does indeed receive the extra information. By comparing the previous equation with (8) , one can see that for announcing the basis does not help. However, for we will observe an improvement of .
D. XOR Function
The XOR function provides an example of a Boolean function where we observe both the largest advantage as well as the smallest advantage in receiving post-measurement information: For strings of even length, we will show that without the extra information Bob can never do better than guessing the basis. For strings of odd length, however, he can do quite a bit better. Interestingly, it will turn out that in this case the post-measurement information is completely useless to him. We first investigate how well Bob does at for two bases. . We then get that from which the claim follows.
Surprisingly, if Bob does have some a priori knowledge about the outcome of the XOR, the problem becomes much harder for Bob. By expressing the states in the Bell basis and using Helstrom's result, it is easy to see that if Alice chooses such that with probability , and with probability , , Bob's probability of learning correctly is minimized for . In that case, Bob succeeds with probability at most , which can be achieved by the trivial strategy of ignoring the state he received and always outputting . This is an explicit example where making a measurement does not aid in state discrimination. It has previously been noted by Hunter [25] that such cases can exist in mixed-state discrimination.
IV. USING POST-MEASUREMENT INFORMATION
We are now ready to advance to the core of our problem. Consider an instance of -with a function and bases, and some priors and on the sets and . Since Bob may not store any quantum information, all his nontrivial actions are contained in the first measurement, which must equip him with possible outputs for each basis . In other words, his most general strategy is a positive operator-valued measure (POVM) with outcomes, each labeled by the strings for and . Once Alice has announced , Bob outputs . Here we first prove a general lower bound on the usefulness of post-measurement information that beats the guessing bound. Then, we analyze in detail the AND and the XOR function on bits.
A. A Lower Bound for Balanced Functions
We first give a lower bound on Bob's success probability for any balanced function and any number of MUBs, by constructing an explicit measurement that achieves it. Without loss of generality, we assume in this section that , as otherwise we could consider a lexicographic ordering of . where is the probability that Bob can achieve by guessing the basis as given in Lemma II.5. In particular, we always have . Proof: Our proof works by constructing a square-root-type measurement that achieves the lower bound. As explained above, Bob's strategy for learning is to perform a measurement with possible outcomes, labeled by the strings for and . Once Alice has announced , Bob outputs . Take the projector and , where . Let denote the measurement operator corresponding to outcome . Note that outcome is the correct outcome for input state if and only if . We can then write Bob's probability of success as
We will make use of the following measurement:
with Clearly, we have and by construction and thus we indeed have a valid measurement. We first show that .
where we have used the assumption that for any is a projector and which gives . We can then write Bob's probability of success using this particular measurement as It remains to evaluate this expression. Using the circularity of the trace, we obtain where we have again used the assumption that for any is a projector and with . For the last term we have used the following: Note that , because we assumed MUBs. Let . We can then bound , where is the th eigenvalue of a matrix , by noting that since . Putting things together we obtain where and function defined as This expression can be simplified to obtain the claimed result.
Note that we have only used the assumption that Alice uses MUBs in the very last step to say that . One could generalize our argument to other cases by evaluating approximately. In the special case (i.e., binary function, with two bases) we obtain the following.
Corollary IV.2:
Let be a balanced function and let for all . Let with , and . Then Bob succeeds at -with probability .
Observe that this almost attains the upper bound of of Lemma III.1 in the case of no post-measurement information. Below (in Section VI) we will show that indeed this bound can always be achieved when post-measurement information is available.
It is perhaps interesting to note that our general bound depends only on the number of function values and the number of bases . The number of function inputs itself does not play a direct role.
B. Optimal Bounds for the AND and XOR Functions
We now show that for some specific functions, the probability of success can even be much larger. We hereby concentrate on the case where Alice uses two or three MUBs to encode her input. Our proofs thereby lead to explicit measurements. In the following, we again assume that Bob has no a priori knowledge of the function value.
1) AND Function: 
There exists a strategy for Bob that achieves . Proof: To learn the value of , Bob uses the same strategy as in the previous section. He performs a measurement with four possible outcomes, labeled by the strings with . Once Alice has announced her basis choice , Bob outputs . Note that w.l.o.g. we can assume that Bob's measurement has only four outcomes, i.e., Bob only stores 2 bits of classical information because he will only condition his answer on the value of later on.
Following the approach in the last section, we can write Bob's optimal probability of success as a semidefinite program maximize subject to where with Consider , the two-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by and . Let and be the state vectors orthogonal to and , respectively. They can be expressed as Then is a projector onto . Let be a projector onto the orthogonal complement of . Note that the are all composed of two blocks, one supported on and the other on its orthogonal complement. We can thus write (9) We give an explicit measurement that achieves and then show that it is optimal. The full derivation of this measurement can be found in the Appendix. Take with , where with and real and satisfying . We also set . We take
Putting it all together, we thus calculate Bob's probability of success
We now show that this is in fact the optimal measurement for Bob. For this we will consider the dual of our semidefinite program above minimize subject to Our goal is now to find a such that and is dual feasible. We can then conclude from the duality of SDP that is optimal. Consider Now we only need to show that the above satisfies the constraints, i.e., . Let and . By taking a look at (9) one can easily see that so that it is only left to show that for These are matrices and this can be done straightforwardly. We thus have and the result follows from the duality of semidefinite programming.
It also follows that if Bob just wants to learn the value of a single bit, he can do no better than what he could achieve without waiting for Alice's announcement of the basis . There exists a strategy for Bob that achieves .
The AND function provides an intuitive example of how Bob can compute the value of a function perfectly by storing just a single qubit. Consider the measurement with elements from the previous section. It is easy to see that the outcome has zero probability if . Thus, if Bob obtains that outcome he can immediately conclude that . If Bob obtains outcome then the post-measurement states live in a two-dimensional Hilbert space , and can therefore be stored in a single qubit. Thus, by keeping the remaining state we can calculate the AND perfectly once the basis is announced. Our proof in Section VI, which shows that in fact all Boolean functions can be computed perfectly if Bob can store only a single qubit, makes use of a very similar effect to the one we observed here explicitly.
2) XOR Function: We now examine the XOR function. This will be useful in order to gain some insight into the usefulness of post-measurement information later. For strings of even length, there exists a simple strategy for Bob even when three MUBs are used. . Proof: We first construct Bob's measurement for the first two qubits, which will allow him to learn with probability . Note that the 12 possible states that Alice sends can be expressed in the Bell basis as follows:
Bob now simply measures in the Bell basis and records his outcome. If Alice now announces that she used the computational basis, Bob concludes that if the outcome is one of and otherwise. If Alice announces she used the Hadamard basis, Bob concludes that if the outcome was one of and otherwise. Finally, if Alice announces that she used the basis, Bob concludes that if the outcome was one of and otherwise. Bob can thus learn the XOR of two bits with probability . To learn the XOR of the entire string, Bob applies this strategy to each two bits individually and then computes the XOR of all answers.
Analogously to the proof of Theorem IV.5, we obtain the following.
Corollary IV.6: Let be even, and let for all . Let with and . Then there is a strategy where Bob succeeds at with probability .
Interestingly, there is no equivalent strategy for Bob if is odd. In fact, as we will show in the next section, in this case the post-measurement information gives no advantage to Bob at all. There exists a strategy for Bob that achieves . Proof: Similar to the proof of the AND function, we can write Bob's optimal probability of success as the following semidefinite program in terms of the length of the input string : maximize subject to where and
. The dual can be written as minimize subject to Our proof is now by induction on . For , let . It is easy to verify that and thus is a feasible solution of the dual program. We now show that for is a feasible solution to the dual for , where is a solution for the dual for . Note that the XOR of all bits in the string can be expressed as the XOR of the first bits XORed with the XOR of the last two. Recall (7) . Now note that we can write It is easy to see that and . By substituting from the above equation we then obtain where we have used the fact that is a feasible solution for the dual for and that . The argument for and is analogous. Thus, satisfies all constraints. Putting things together, we have for odd that and since the dual is a minimization problem we know that as claimed. Clearly, there exists a strategy for Bob that achieves . He can compute the XOR of the first bits perfectly, as shown in Theorem IV.6. By Corollary IV.4, he can learn the value of the remaining th bit with probability .
We obtain a similar bound for three bases. Again, the proof continues by induction on . For , let . It is easy to verify that and, thus, is a feasible solution of the dual program. The rest of the proof is done exactly in the same way as in Theorem IV.7 using that
V. QUANTUM MEMORY RESOURCES FOR PERFECT PREDICTION:
AN ALGEBRAIC FRAMEWORK So far, we had assumed that Bob is not allowed to store any qubits and can only use the additional post-measurement information to improve his guess. Now, we investigate the case where he has a certain amount of quantum memory at his disposal. In particular, we present a general algebraic approach to determine the minimum dimension of quantum memory needed to succeed with probability at an instance of -for any ensemble as long as the individual states for different values of are mutually orthogonal for a fixed , i.e., . We are looking for an instrument (w.l.o.g. maximally refined, since from the rank bound it is clear that randomization or using impure completely positive maps in the instrument does not result in any advantage) consisting of a family of pure completely positive maps , adding up to a trace preserving map, such that . This takes care of the memory bound. The fact that after the announcement of the remaining state gives full information about is expressed by demanding orthogonality of the different post-measurement states (10) Note that here we explicitly allow the possibility that, say, : this means that if Bob obtains outcome and later learns , he can exclude the output value . What (10) also implies is that for all states and in the support of and , respectively, on has , hence, introducing the support projectors of the , we can reformulate (10) as which can equivalently be expressed as (11) As expected, we see that only the POVM operators of the instrument play a role in this condition. Our conditions can therefore also be written as . From this condition, we now derive the following lemma.
Lemma V.1: Bob, using an instrument with POVM operators , succeeds at -with probability , if and only if 1) for all ; 2) for all and , where is the projection on the support of . Proof: We first show that these two conditions are necessary. Note that only the commutation has to be proved: let be a Kraus element from an instrument succeeding with probability . Then, for any , we have by (11) that hence Thus, by the positivity of the trace on positive operators, the cyclicity of the trace, and we have that But that means that the commutator has to be . Sufficiency is easy: since the measurement operators commute with the states' support projectors (assuming for the moment that they are the signals, not the ), and these are orthogonal to each other for fixed , the post-measurement states of these projectors will also be mutually orthogonal for fixed . Thus, if Bob learns , he can perform a measurement to distinguish the different values of perfectly. The post-measurement states are clearly supported on the support of , which can be stored in qubits. Since Bob's strategy succeeds with probability , it will succeed with probability for any states supported in the range of the .
It should be pointed out that the operators of the instrument need not commute with the originally given states . Nevertheless, the measurement preserves the orthogonality of and with for fixed , i.e., . Now that we know that the POVM operators of the instrument have to commute with all the states' support projectors , we can invoke some well-developed algebraic machinery to find the optimal such instrument.
Namely, the have to come from the commutant of the operators [12] . These themselves generate a -subalgebra of the full operator algebra of the underlying Hilbert space , and the structure of such algebras and their commutants in finite dimension is well understood [33, Sec. I.II]: the Hilbert space has a decomposition (i.e., there is an isomorphism which we write as an equality) (12) into a direct sum of tensor products, such that the -algebra and its commutant algebra can be written (13) 
Koashi and Imoto [28] , in the context of finding the quantum operations which leave a set of states invariant, have described an algorithm to find the commutant , and more precisely the Hilbert space decomposition (12) , of the states . They show that for this decomposition, there exist states on , a conditional probability distribution , and states on which are independent of , such that we can write them as Now, looking at (14) , we see that the smallest rank operators are of the form for some and , and that they are all admissible. Since we need a family of operators that are closed to a POVM and thus all have to occur, the minimal quantum memory requirement is (15) The strategy Bob has to follow is this: For each , pick a basis of the spaces and measure the POVM , corresponding to the decomposition which commutes with the . For each outcome, he can store the post-measurement state in qubits (as in (15)), preserving the orthogonality of the states for different but fixed . Once he learns he can thus obtain with certainty.
Of course, carrying out the Koashi-Imoto algorithm may not be a straightforward task in a given situation. Nevertheless, one can understand the two examples we will present in the following section as special cases of this general method.
VI. USING POST-MEASUREMENT INFORMATION AND QUANTUM MEMORY
We now take a look at two specific cases. First, we show that in fact all Boolean functions with two bases (mutually unbiased or not) can be computed perfectly when Bob is allowed to store just a single qubit. Second, however, we show that there exist three bases such that for any balanced function, Bob must store all qubits to compute the function perfectly. We also give a recipe how to construct such bases.
A. Using Two Bases
For two bases, Bob needs to store only a single qubit to compute any Boolean function perfectly. As outlined in Section V, we need to show that there exists a measurement with the following properties: First, the posterior states of states corresponding to strings such that are orthogonal to the posterior states of states corresponding to strings such that . Indeed, if this is true and we keep the posterior state, then after the basis is announced we can distinguish perfectly between both types of states. Second, of course, we need that the posterior states are supported in subspaces of dimension at most . The following lemma is the main ingredient in our proof. The same statement has been proven by Masanes [30] in a different context. is the number of strings such that , and we have specified the dimensions of the matrix blocks for clarity. In what follows these dimensions will be omitted. We assume w.l.o.g. that . It is easy to check that, since is a projector, it must satisfy (16) Consider a unitary of the following form:
where and are and unitaries, respectively. Under such a unitary, and are transformed to (17) 
We now choose and from the singular value decomposition (SVD, [24, Theorem 7.3.5] ) of which gives where . Since and are supported in orthogonal subspaces, it also holds that . Equations (16) , (17) , and (18) now give us Suppose for the time being that all the are different. Since they are all nonnegative then all the will also be different and it must hold that for some and . Note that we can choose such that and . We can now express as
It is now clear that we can choose all , and which are orthogonal and together add up to .
In the case that all the are not different, there is some freedom left in choosing and that still allows us to make and diagonal so that the rest of the proof follows in the same way.
In particular, the previous lemma implies that the posterior states corresponding to strings for which are orthogonal to those corresponding to strings for which , which is expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma VI.2: Suppose one performs the measurement given by . If the outcome of the measurement is and the state was , then the posterior state is
The posterior states satisfy Proof: The proof follows straightforwardly from that fact that the commute with both and (which follows from Lemma VI.1). Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem VI.3: Let
, then there exists a strategy for Bob such that he succeeds at -with probability , for any function and prior on which is uniform on the pre-images . Proof: The strategy that Bob uses is the following. • Bob performs the measurement given by . • He will obtain an outcome and store the posterior state which is supported in the at most two-dimensional subspace .
• After the basis is announced, he measures and reports the outcome of this measurement. By Lemma VI.2 this performs with success probability .
Our result also gives us a better lower bound for all Boolean functions than what we had previously obtained in Section IV-A. Instead of storing the qubit, Bob now measures it immediately along the lines of Lemma III.1. It is easy to see that for one qubit the worst case posterior states to distinguish are in fact those in Lemma III.1.
Corollary VI.4: Let
, then Bob succeeds at with probability at least .
In particular, our result implies that for the task of constructing Rabin-OT in [13] it is essential for Alice to choose a random function from a larger set, which is initially unknown to Bob.
As a final remark, note that in this result, because we succeed with probability , the prior distributions do not play any role. Likewise, it is not actually important that the states are proportional to projectors: all that is needed in the most general formulation of the discrimination problem at the beginning is that for both , the states and are orthogonal.
B. Using Three Bases
We have just shown that Bob can compute any Boolean function perfectly when two bases are used. However, we now show that for any balanced Boolean function there exist three bases, such that Bob needs to store all qubits, in order to compute the function perfectly. The idea behind our proof is that for a particular choice of three bases, any measurement operator that satisfies the conditions set out in Lemma V.1 must be proportional to the identity. This means that we cannot reduce the number of qubits to be stored by a measurement and must keep everything. First, we prove the following lemma which we will need in our main proof.
Lemma VI. 5 i.e., and form an eigenbasis for and , respectively. Furthermore, since all the are different, the eigenbases are unique. Now, using (19) , we see that must commute with both and , and since their eigenbases are unique, it must be true that is diagonal in both and . Using the result of Lemma VI.5 it follows that . In exactly the same way we can prove that using (20) . It remains to prove that , which follows directly from either (21) or (22) . From our proof it is clear how to construct appropriate and . For example: Let be as defined above, and choose vectors of the form and where to construct . For pick and analogously . Note that whereas we know that for such unitaries Bob must store all qubits in order to compute the value of the function perfectly, it remains unclear how close he can come to computing the function perfectly. In particular, he can always choose two of the three bases, and employ the strategy outlined in the previous section: he stores the one qubit that allows him to succeed with probability . If he gets the third basis then he just flips a coin. In this case, he is correct with probability for a balanced function and a uniform prior.
VII. CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS
We have introduced a new state discrimination problem, motivated by cryptography: discrimination with extra information about the state after the measurement, or, more generally, after a quantum memory bound applies. We have left most general questions open, but we found fairly complete results in the case of guessing with mutually unbiased encodings. We have shown that storing just a single qubit allows Bob to succeed at perfectly for any Boolean function and any two bases. On the contrary, we showed how to construct three bases such that Bob needs to store all qubits in order to compute the function perfectly.
We have also given an explicit strategy for two functions, namely the AND and the XOR. More generally, it would be interesting to find out, how many qubits Bob needs to store to compute perfectly for any function in terms of the number of outputs and the number of bases . It should be clear that the algebraic techniques of Section V allow us to answer these questions for any given function in principle. However, so far, we have not been able to obtain general structures for wider classes of functions.
Our results imply that in existing protocols in the bounded quantum storage model [13] we cannot restrict ourselves to a single fixed function . However, a great challenge arises in considering more than one function, where is also announced after the memory bound applies [13] .
In general, it is an interesting problem to consider when postmeasurement information is useful and how large the advantage can be for Bob. In the important case of two MUBs and balanced functions, we have shown (Theorem III.3 and Corollary IV.4) that there exists a clear separation between the case where Bob gets the post-measurement information ( ) and when he does not ( ). Namely, for any such function, Bob's optimal success probability is never larger than for and always at least as large as the same number for . In some cases the gap between and can be more dramatic. The XOR function on strings of even length with two MUBs is one of these cases. We have shown that in this case, the advantage can be maximal. Namely, without the extra information Bob can never do better than guessing the basis, with it however, he can compute the value of the function perfectly. This contrasts with the XOR function on strings of odd length, where the optimal success probabilities of and are both and the post-measurement information is completely useless for Bob. It would be interesting to see, how large the gap between and can be for any function where . It would also be nice to show a general lower bound for nonbalanced functions or a nonuniform prior. As the example for three bases showed, the uniform prior is not necessarily the one that leads to the largest gap, and thus the prior can play an important role. Another generalization would be to consider functions of the form . We close by pointing out a potentially interesting connection to the problem of information locking with MUBs [15] and random bases [21] . There, the objective is not so much to obtain an accurate guess of the value , as to maximize the (classical) mutual information at the end. In locking, we distinguish measurement with basis information, analogous to our with , and without (or rather only after the measurement), corresponding to -. From a classical perspective, it is surprising that the difference in attainable accessible information between and can be much larger than the information contained in a message specifying which basis was used. In our scenario, we are not interested in locking a string , but in locking for a fixed function . The strength of the observed locking effect depends on the ratio of the number of values can take and the number of bases used. The dependence on the number of bases carries over to information locking [21] , but see the cautionary tale of [3] . It would be interesting to generalize information locking to intermediate values of , but it seems that we first need to understand the intricate conditions the bases have to meet to ensure locking in the first place.
APPENDIX OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT FOR THE AND FUNCTION
For the interested reader, we present the line of thought of deriving the optimal measurement of computing the AND function, when we are allowed to use post-measurement information. Here, Bob is not allowed to store any qubits.
Supported by numerical calculations we construct the following measurement:
for some for chosen later. Since , we can express Bob's probability of success using such a measurement as (23) 
When we project and onto we obtain (25) Substituting into (23) we then get Now using that we get
We now show how to choose . We take . Then and , the only possible nonzero eigenvalues of satisfy From these two equations one gets where . 1 Recall that we need to have , which is equal to the identity on . We therefore want one of the eigenvalues of to be and the other one smaller than . So we must choose . We then also need We then take, supported by the symmetry of the problem with and real and satisfying . We have now that Now becomes and 1 In the present context e = 61.
where w.l.o.g. we have chosen to be positive. We want to be small. It is easy to see that we would like to take , for some real . A simple calculation shows that then to minimize we should choose
